Full
of bright
minds.
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... TO STRENGTHEN THE TIES
WHICH UNITE US... TO PROMOTE
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION...
TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF FRIENDLY, SYMPATHETIC, AND
PEACEFUL RELATIONS BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES AND THE
OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE
WORLD.
FROM THE PREAMBLE OF THE FULBRIGHT-HAYS ACT OF 1961
ON MUTUAL EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE

THE FULBRIGHT IDEA
The Fulbright program reflects
the personal experience and the
political insight of J. William
Fulbright. As a talented young
graduate from the University of
Arkansas in the mid-1920s, he
received a Rhodes scholarship
to study at Oxford, and this
international experience transformed his worldview. Fifteen
years later in the midst of
World War II, he was elected to
Congress. Fulbright understood
that educational exchange could
contribute to maintaining peace
and to promoting international
cooperation in an increasingly
complex and interdependent
world. In 1946, this young Senator from Arkansas proposed
legislation that the US Congress
passed to found the world’s
premiere academic exchange
program. The Fulbright Act
called for special executive
agreements between the United
States and partner governments
to establish unique binational
Fulbright commissions – like
Fulbright Austria – responsible
for the joint planning, management, and funding of the
Fulbright exchange program.
US Secretary of State Dean
Acheson, Senator J. William
Fulbright, and Austrian
Plenipotentiary Ludwig
Kleinwächter signing the
initial Fulbright Agreement
between Austria and the
United States in Washington,
D.C., on June 6, 1950.
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Fulbright Austria Mission Statement
Fulbright Austria promotes mutual understanding, cooperation,
and knowledge transfer between Austria and the United States by
sponsoring educational and cultural exchange programs for individuals
and institutions. We fulfill this mission by managing the prestigious
Fulbright scholarship program, coordinating a nation-wide teaching
assistantship program that places US college graduates in Austrian
secondary schools, and counseling students and institutions of higher
education on opportunities to study in the US or Austria as an
EducationUSA advising center.
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GLOBAL
AND NATIONAL
Fulbright Austria is among the 50 long-standing
binational commissions that make up the
historical core of the Fulbright program. It is
part of a global community of 160 Fulbright
programs today. More than 360,000
“Fulbrighters” from all over the world have
participated in the program since its inception
in 1946; over 3,600 Austrians and 2,400 U.S.
citizens have benefitted from bilateral AustrianAmerican Fulbright exchanges since 1950.
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The People
Who
Participate
Austria is a small country with a big Fulbright
program. Fulbright Austria annually provides
a total of 70 to 80 Austrian and US students
and scholars from a wide range of disciplines
with quality opportunities to learn, teach, and
pursue research abroad. Fulbright Austria
also coordinates the assignment of over 140
US English language teaching assistants to
secondary schools nation-wide in a program
of the Austrian Ministry of Education and
Women’s Affairs.
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Foto: © Österreich Werbung, Fotograf: Bartl
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COUNTING
ON PARTNERS
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Fulbright Austria relies on annual core contributions from the Austrian and US governments
to fund its manifold programs. We work
together with a wide range of public and private
partners in Austria and the United States –
governmental and non-governmental organizations, colleges, universities, museums, research
centers, and foundations – that are instrumental
in sustaining and developing these programs.
These partners generously facilitate and support
an equally wide range of opportunities for
students, teaching assistants, and scholars.
Donations to Fulbright Austria are taxdeductible in Austria and the United States.
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AUSTRIAN FULBRIGHT STUDENTS

Fulbright
Austria
Programs

Fulbright awards change lives and enhance
careers. The Fulbright Student Program provides
Austrian students who have completed their
first degrees and are interested in enrolling in
master’s programs at leading universities all over
the United States with generous scholarship
support. We coach candidates for these
prestigious Fulbright awards through the entire
application process which also includes
university placement and soliciting valuable
additional financial support from US institutions.
Fulbright students enhance their skill sets in
challenging programs of their own choice and
enjoy all of the benefits of being members of an
international network of Fulbrighters in the US.

FULBRIGHT FOREIGN LANGUAGE
TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Foreign Language Teaching Assistants (FLTAs)
have the opportunity to spend an entire
academic year on a US college campus.
Fulbright Austria identifies host institutions for
FLTAs, who work together with experienced
professors of German in formal as well as
informal teaching and learning situations.
FLTAs animate the instruction of German as
native speakers, serve as linguistic models,
and are cultural ambassadors. These assistantships also provide FLTAs with tuition waiver to
enable them to pursue their own academic and
extracurricular interests on a part-time basis.

Foto: © Klaus Ranger

AUSTRIAN FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
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The Austrian Fulbright Scholars Program serves
up-and-coming as well as established scholars.
It enhances the careers of early to mid-career
scholars from Austria by providing them with
opportunities to teach and pursue research at
institutions in the US at critical junctures in their
careers. It enables the establishment of professional networks, and it stimulates bilateral
collaboration and institutional linkages.
Opportunities also include grants especially
designed to promote Austrian studies and
comparative Austrian-American studies in
the US for established scholars.
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US FULBRIGHT STUDENTS
Fulbright awards are life-defining experiences
for many students. They benefit from Austrian
expertise and become experts on Austria.
The Fulbright US Student Program annually
provides a diverse cohort of students – recent
graduates as well as graduate students and
PhD candidates – from institutions all over the
US with fully funded opportunities to study or
to conduct research in Austria. US Fulbright
students seek affiliation with Austrian institutions
that specialize in their specific fields of interest
and come from all disciplines. More than half
of the US Fulbright students also are engaged
part-time as secondary school teaching assistants or as volunteers with local community
and cultural organizations: opportunities that
are unique to the Fulbright Austria program.

EducationUSA ADVISING
Fulbright Austria has been the Austrian
center of expertise on educational opportunities in the USA since 1951. As part of
EducationUSA, a global network of advising
centers sponsored by the US Department
of State, our trained educational advisor
provides accurate and current information
both virtually and in person to students
interested in studying in the US. We also
handle queries from individuals and
institutions in the US about educational
opportunities in Austria. Advising Austrian
and American students and institutions on
educational opportunities in both countries
is a fundamental part of our mandate to
enhance bilateral academic mobility and
exchange.

US FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
Austrian institutions of higher education and
research are enthusiastic supporters of the
Fulbright Scholar Program. Over twenty universities and universities of applied sciences,
research centers, and museums annually host
US Fulbright scholars. This commitment to
bilateral and international collaboration makes
Austria one of the top ten destinations in the
world for US Fulbright scholars, who match
their expertise with the interests of Austrian
host institutions. Opportunities based on jointly
articulated and flexible combinations of teaching
and research are available in practically all
parts and all disciplines in Austria: ranging from
Innsbruck to Vienna and from the arts and
the humanities to the social sciences and
engineering.
US TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Fulbright Austria facilitates the placement of
over 140 US teaching assistants (USTAs) at
secondary schools in communities large and
small in all nine Austrian federal provinces
every year. We have been instrumental in the
management of this exceptional program financed by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education and Women’s Affairs since its inception in
1962. USTAs work in over 200 different schools
and are present in almost 2,000 classrooms
on a weekly basis. As native speakers from the
US, they enhance modern language instruction
and individually promote a differentiated picture
of the United States.
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Fulbright
alumni speak.
US FULBRIGHT
STUDENT/COMBINED
GRANTEE 2013-14
KELVIN CHAN
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINA
INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR
PATHOLOGY

AUSTRIAN FULBRIGHT
STUDENT 2014-15
MATHIAS EINBERGER
UNIVERSITY OF INNSBRUCK
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SAN DIEGO

The Fulbright program provided
an avenue of international interaction
with people in Austria, and people
from different parts of Europe. They
acquainted me with many of the
issues in Europe, and they made clear
arguments for how they will affect
the US. In light of my goal to become
a physician-scientist, this has helped
my ability to create international
collaborations between many research
groups around the world.

Fulbright has granted me a number
of invaluable chances and rich experiences here: from learning Mandarin
Chinese, over being trained by a set
of incredible professors who are
absolute experts and authorities in
their fields, to a school-sponsored
summer internship with the United
Nations in New York City, I consider
myself so very lucky for the doors that
have been opened for me through
Fulbright already.
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FULBRIGHT FOREIGN
LANGUAGE TEACHING
ASSISTANT 2012-13
KATHARINA OBERHUBER
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY, OH
Fulbright provides such a great
opportunity and I still cannot believe
how lucky I was to be part of this
program. I got to learn so much, but
was also able to help others learn,
which simply a perfect combination
was... I can only recommend
everyone who considers applying
as FLTA to do so and to embrace
the great time that lies ahead.
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US TEACHING ASSISTANT
1985-86
BEVERLY MOSER
APPALACHIAN STATE
UNIVERSITY, NC
My experience as a Teaching
Assistant in Austria had a profound
effect on my professional development and shaped my entire professional career. Working with top-rate
teachers in two schools convinced
me to pursue my goal of completing
the Doctorate in German with a
focus on language teaching pedagogy
and teacher-training.

FULBRIGHT AUSTRIAN
SCHOLAR 2014-15
DR. IRMGARD WETZSTEIN
UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
During my stay I could not only
deepen my knowledge in subjectrelated theories, from which my
future courses will surely benefit.
I was also able to submit a research
paper based on my public lecture to
an established international journal
and conduct another visual discourse
analysis which will be presented at
this year’s IAMCR conference.

FULBRIGHT US SCHOLAR
2013-14
PROF. THOMAS MANTECON
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
TEXAS – DENTON, TX
JOHANNES KEPLER
UNIVERSITY LINZ
The period of my Fulbright
has affected my interest and the
direction of my research.
Working with colleagues at JKU
on topics related to governance
and capital structure has been an
enriching process, both from a
personal and professional points
of view. ... The effects derived from
carrying out the Fulbright mission
is impossible to quantify, but it has
the power to alter the perceptions
of citizens as well as economic
and political representatives who
play an important role in all areas
of internationals relationships.
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OUR PARTNERS

Fulbright Austria is proud to cooperate with a wide
range of partners in Austria and the United States.
Each and every partner makes its own important and
unique contribution to sustain the ongoing success
of Fulbright Austria’s programs for students, teaching
assistants, and scholars.

AUSTRIAN PARTNERS

US PARTNERS

Full
of bright
minds.

FRIENDS OF FULBRIGHT AUSTRIA

AUSTRIAN-AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION
QUARTIER21/MQ
MUSEUMSPLATZ 1
1070 VIENNA, AUSTRIA
TEL +(431) 236 78 78 - 0
office@fulbright.at
www.fulbright.at
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